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Sports Law – Structures, Practice, Justice, Sports Science and Studies 
 
ü This Congress was a fundamental important for sports law. It provides us the 

opportunity to discussed different subjects in several fields of sport law topics 
such as, the role of lex sportiva. Lex Sportiva / Olympica, is another kind of law 
resulting from the synthesis of characteristics of international law (subject, object 
and content regulations) and internal characteristics of domestic legal orders. 

ü The Lex Sportiva relations in international Sports institutions, as and the legal 
relation with the international organization, the legal fields of the European Union 
law and the institution for sports Jurisdiction .This new kind of international law 
poses necessarily old accepted practices and established organizational structures 
and constitutes a sui generis sports law international legal order, imposed 
heteronomously on the sporting world from these international organizations. 

ü International Sports Law is consisted by the rules of international acts and 
conventions of bodies that are governed by rules of international law such as 
international treaties and acts on Sport, the rules of WADA Code and the 
International Charter for Sport but not by the rules lex Sportiva / Olympica. 

ü The need for fundamental changes in the organization of the international sport 
practice under the principle of legality in international sports field becomes 
imperative, via a constitutional charter for sport and an international jurisdiction, 
an international Court for Sports. 

ü In 18th IASL congress provides us the opportunity to discussed different subjects 
in several fields of sport law topics such as the role of lex sportiva and her 
relations   in international Sports institutions, as and the legal relation with the 
international organization, the legal fields of the European Union law and the 
institution for sports Jurisdiction .Also, we had an opportunity to discuss some 
new aspects of sport law in practise. It will help to actualizes sport activities, for 
example the cases with ethical and legal aspects in modern Olympic and world 
games, that’s characterise the future sport in the world. Furthermore we discussed 
problems relevant with Betting and gambling in sports activities as be and the 
problem of doping in sports. 

ü We all get new, useful ideas that will help to develop our aim – science and 
practice of sport law. I hope that you will agree that in the IASL Congresses not 
only we discuss problems from sports practice area, but and we will discuss 
scientific problems of Sports Law for her development, for make on offer to sports 
world and to involvement in sports activities. 

ü This Congress of IASL, in Beijing, was an excellence scientific congress, which 
give us a new perspective. 

ü Now, I would like to invite you to Continuous our work, I will be glad to see you 
next year in 19 IASL Congress in Bali Indonesia. 


